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1. INTRODUCTION 
The present paper studies the problem of local uniform stability of 
hyperbolic andparabolic equations with nonlinearities app aring in the 
boundary conditions (infeedback form). The other case where nonlinear 
perturbations appear as bounded perturbations on the “right and side” of 
the equation (with linear boundary conditions) is mathematically simpler: 
in this case, corresponding results can be obtained through the same 
techniques employed inthis paper. 
The canonical lasses of problems that we have in mind are: 
Second order hyperbolic equations. 
Yt,(tv xl = dY(tY x)+ 4(r,(t, .))(x), XEQ, t>o, 
Y(OT xl = Yo(Xh 
Y,(@ x) = Yl(X) 
(1.1) 
with boundary condition either ofDirichlet type 
Ah xl = %b,(t, .))(x) + W(t, .L yr(t, .))(x), xer,c>o (l.l.D) 
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or of Neumann type 
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; (t, xl =%(Y,(c .))(x) + G(Y(~, .), Y (C .)(x1, XET. (l.l.N) 
Parabolic equations. 
Y,(4 xl = (A + c’) y(t, x) + %(y(t, .))(x), 
Y(O, x) = Y,(X) 
XEQ, t>o, 
(1.2) 
with boundary condition either ofDirichlet type 
At> xl = %(y(t, . J)(x) + G(y(t, . J)(x), 
or of Neumann type 
XET, t>o, (1.2.D) 
$ (2, xl = 4(v(t, .1)(x) + W(t, -l)(x), XET, t>O. (1.2.N) 
Here, Q is an open bounded omain in R” with sufficiently smooth boun- 
dary r, while G is a given onlinear operator which possesses further 
properties to bespecified later. Notice that he original problems (1.1) and 
(1.2) with G= 0, 9, = 0, 4 = 0 are unstable in the sense that heir solutions 
do not converge all to zero when t + co. Then, given a suitable family 9 of 
nonlinear operators G (which include G = 0), we seek (if possible) an 
interior linear operator Sror a boundary linear operator 4 such that he 
corresponding problems (l.l), respectively (1.2), are well posed and their 
solutions [y,y,] (respectively [y]) are locally exponentially stable inthe 
uniform norm of the underlying space, uniformly with respect to G in 9. In 
other words, we wish to identify a class Y of nonlinear perturbations G, 
which will not effect the stability of he corresponding l ear part of the 
system. It will turn out that o achieve our goal, inthe hyperbolic case, itis 
important that he stabilizing feedback 9 will have a “high degree of 
unboundedness.” For example, inthe problem (l.l.N), we shall need 
unbounded boundary stabilizing feedback 4, as the bounded interior 
stabilizing feedback SIwill prove insufficient. 
We shall ater justify that problems (1.1) and (1.2) can be written i the 
following abstract form 
; P(t) = AP(t) + B,V(t) + B,G(.$(t)), 
(1.3) 
P(O) =Fo E H, 
where H, U,, UZ are Banach spaces, A is the generator of aC,-semigroup 
on H, F: H + U, is a (possibly unbounded) linear stabilizing feedback, Bi: 
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Ui + D(A *)‘, i = 1,2, will be assumed to be unbounded linear operators in 
H such that R(J., A)B are bounded linear operators f om Ui to H, and 
finally G: H -+ U, is a nonlinear operator. We shall first treat (Section 24)
the problem in the framework ofthe general bstract equation (1.3). Here 
we shall formulate bstract conditions (Theorems 2.1-2.5) imposed on the 
data (the unbounded operators Bi,the nonlinearity G) and the sought-after 
feedback operator F, in order to guarantee that the solutions P(t) 
corresponding to (1.3) are locally exponentially stable inH, i.e., there exists 
Y > 0 such that for all /ljo/lH 6 r there xist constant ~1, C> 0 with 
IIJ(t)/lH< Ce-“‘IJjj,JI,. In Sections 5 and 6 we shall then verify that hese 
abstract conditions areindeed satisfied or the concrete hyperbolic (resp. 
parabolic) problems (1.1) and (1.2) (Theorems 5.1, 5.2, 5.4, 5.5, 6.1, and 
6.2). Asa matter of fact, he verification of these conditions requires a 
rather delicate rgument from p.d.e. theory, which eavily relies onthe 
specific structure of the underlying equations. Forexample, inSection 5 
which deals with the hyperbolic case, the recently developed results [L-L- 
T] on “sharp” regularity of races ofhyperbolic solutions play an essential 
role. Although t e main emphasis on hyperbolic problems, we shall a so 
show how the abstract theory can be applied toparabolic problems. Sec- 
tion 6 will be devoted to the applications of abstract theory to the 
parabolic problems (1.2). Here, by choosing the “right s ate space” and 
exploiting crucially theanalyticity of he underlying semigroup, we shall 
provide general stability results valid for a large class of nonlinear 
operators G. 
The problem of local uniform stability is ofcourse well known in the 
case of ordinary differential equ tions in R”; in order to achieve local 
stability for a certain class of nonlinear perturbations, t i  enough to 
stabilize the linear part of the system. The same conclusion ca be obtained 
as a straightforward generalization to thecase of ODE in Banach spaces 
with nonlinear perturbation represented by the action of the bounded 
operator. Ourresults are qualitatively similar, themajor novelty ofa 
problem being of course that we are considering unbounded perturbations 
such as they arise with nonlinearities acting inthe boundary conditions. To 
our knowledge the literature has considered so far unbounded nonlinear 
perturbations only in case of systems described y analytic semigroups [see 
[K-l, D-L]]. Instead, ourprime interest i  mainly on hyperbolic dynamics 
which excludes the analyticity of the underlined s migroup. In the analytic 
case; our results manage also to recover the results of[K-l]. Rather 
abstract results of [D-L] expressed in terms of the topology of 
extrapolation spaces are of a somewhat different nature and they are not 
covered by our theory. Instead, in the parabolic case, our focus is on 
applications of the “analytic heory” toa specific s tuation of boundary 
parabolic problems (1.2) where stability results can be expressed in terms 
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of the Sobolev spaces based on L,(Q). Our general “parabolic” theory will 
allow for the treatment of a rather large class of nonlinear perturbations 
represented by differentiable functions. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM AND STATEMENT 
OF THE MAIN ABSTRACT RESULT 
Let A be the generator of aC,-semigroup on a reflexive Banach space H. 
Let the following operators be given 
F: H+U,, 
Bi: ui --) D(A*)‘, i= 1,2, 
G: H+Uz, 
where U, and U2 are reflexive Banach spaces. 
We suppose that 
(i) Bj, i = 1, 2, are linear operators such that 
R(q,A) Bi~A?(Ui+H) for some q>O. 
(ii) F is linear f om H + U1 and densely defined onH. 
(iii) G (possibly nonlinear) is continuous from H+ U, 
such that 
(H-0) 
G(0) = 0, 
IIG’(Y)IIH+,+O when Il~ll~-+O. 
Motivated bythe examples given in the Introduction we shall consider 
the following abstract model: 
where the above equation isunderstood inthe sense of the D(A*)’ 
topology. 
Remark 2.1. We remark that even in the case when the system is linear 
(i.e., G ~0) and Bi F satisfies R(q,A)” B, FE B(H + H) for some E >O, 
(i.e., B, F is only “mildly” unbounded), thesystem (2.1) need not generate a 
strongly continuous semigroup. This is in contrast with the analytic case, 
where the generation by A + B is guaranteed assoon as we have 
R(~,A)‘-“BE~P(H+H)~~ R(~,A)BE~(H-+H)~~~ Bisoffiniterank. 
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Instead, in the general situation when A is only assumed to be the 
generator of C,-semigroup and B is even mildly unbounded, A +B may fail 
to generate a continuous semigroup. In fact, in[T-l ](see also [L-T-l]) 
counterexamples to generation aregiven in the special case when A 
generates a group and the perturbation B isA&-bounded (i.e., A -‘BE 
Y(H+ H)) and of finite rank (see also ther examples in[D-S]). Inview 
of the above considerations, it is apparent that he treatment of unbounded 
perturbations n the assumed case of general C,-semigroups is ofa rather 
delicate nature. 
The main goal here is to characterize the classes of tabilizing feedbacks 
F (bounded orunbounded) such that he corresponding solution t  (2.2)(i) 
exists globally and (ii) decays exponentially to zero when t -+ co for any 
perturbation G satisfying (H-O)(iii). If the nonlinear perturbation 
represents a bounded operator if the underlined s migroup isanalytic, 
any feedback stabilizing the linear part of the system stabilizes as well the 
nonlinearly perturbed system. The situation s different when unbounded 
perturbations of Co-semigroups are considered. H re, in fact, he choice of
stabilizing feedbacks becomes critical. For example, for hyperbolic 
problems with nonlinear pe turbations acting inthe boundary conditions, 
stabilizing feedbacks should display  high degree of unboundedness ( ee 
Remark 5.3). 
Below we shall state our main abstract results, while the proofs are 
relegated o Sections 3 and 4. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that the operators B;, F, G satisfy (H-O). 
Moreover assume that 
A, E A + B, F generates anexponentially stable s migroup, (H-l) 
(i.e., IleAF’II HqH<MeCq’, a,>O, t>O); 
AF’B~ES?(U~~I)~ (H-2) 
s T IIB: eAF*‘41 u; dt d CTllxll “*, 0 
for some 0 < T < co and for x E D( A $). (H-3) 
Then there xists R > 0 such that for all 11 y,(l H 6 R the solution y(t) 
corresponding to (2.1) exists globally; it is unique and it satisfies 
II~(t)ll~< Ce-“‘IlyoIIH~ cI<c(o. 
Remark 2.2. Notice that if B2 is bounded then the hypotheses (H-2) 
and (H-3) follow immediately from (H-l ). In that sense our Theorem 2.1 
’ By virtue of (H-l), A;’ is well detined. 
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generalizes w ll-known “bounded” results which, roughly speaking, 
amount o-saying that in order to stabilize nonlinear systems itis enough 
to stabilize th ir linearization. Also in the particular c se when the 
semigroups generated by A and A, are analytic (analyticity of eAFr will 
follow from the analyticity of eAt once B, F is A’-’ bounded), and B, is 
A’-’ bounded (hence A&-” bounded), hypothesis (H-2) and (H-3) are 
automatically satisfied. In view of this, wecan say that he abstract non- 
linear stabilization results available forthe analytic semigroups (see [K-l 1) 
follow directly from our abstract Theorem 2.1. Instead the results of [D- 
L]-still dealing with analytic semigroups-are of a somewhat different 
nature. Infact in [D-L] the authors allow for A-bounded perturbations 
(instead of Al-‘-bounded), but they obtain their stability results expressed 
in terms of the topology ofthe interpolation spaces (where the maximum 
parabolic regularity holds) asopposed to the basic underlined space H. 
Remark 2.3. In order to apply Theorem 2.1 to a concrete system, itis 
necessary to 
(i) verify conditions (H-2) and (H-3), and 
(ii) find an exponentially stabilizing feedback F (this a particularly 
delicate problem whenever B,is unbounded). 
Later, weshall see that in the case of hyperbolic problems with non- 
linearity in the boundary condition, (H-3) amounts to the fact hat he 
“traces” on the boundary of the solutions corresponding to the adjoint 
semigroup e ‘*F’ are bounded in L,(Ooo; L,(r)). The main difficulty here is 
that he above regularity of he traces does not follow from the interior 
regularity of he solutions generated by A,. and it is to be established as 
an independent regularity esult. This will be accomplished by using newly 
developed techniques fortudying regularity of he traces ofhomogenous 
solutions presented in [L-l, L-L-T, L-T-21. 
To determine stabilizing feedbacks omplying with requirement (H-l) of 
Theorem 1, the crucial role will be played by the recent boundary 
stabilization results given in [L-2, L-T-31 (for the hyperbolic case) and in 
[L-T-5, T-21 (for the parabolic case). 
In the special case when the stabilizing feedback F is bounded and B: is 
“B:” bounded, weshall give asufficient co dition f rthe hypotheses (H-2) 
and (H-3) to hold, which is expressed in terms of the original dynamics 
(i.e., in terms of A and B2). More precisely we shall prove: 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that FEZ(H, U,) and that IIB:xljv7< 
C[jI%llH.+ jIB~xllU;]. Moreover assume thatfor O< T< GO 
0 
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Then 
A, generates a Co-semigroup n H (2.2) 
and 
hypothesis (H-3) holds. 
If in addition 0 Ep(A.) and a stronger version fhypothesis 
(H-3’) holds, 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
i.e., 
5 T IlB: eA*‘xll& dt< C,llxll&, foranyO<T<co, (H-3”) 0 
then (H-2) holds (i.e., A;‘B, E Y( U,, H)). 
Combining the results of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 gives: 
COROLLARY 2.3 (Bounded Feedbacks). Assume that FE Y(H, U, ), 
(H-O), (H-l), (H-3”) hold, and that 
IIBfxll C/i 6 cCllxllH* + IIB2*xll UTI’
Then the assertion of Theorem 2.1 remains valid. 
Remark 2.4. The advantage ofCorollary 2.3over Theorem 2.1 is that 
(i) the verification of thehypothesis of Corollary 2.3involves the original 
dynamics (versus feedback dynamics) and (ii) exponential stability holds 
for the entire class of bounded stabilizing feedbacks. 
The results in the spirit of Theorem 2.2 cannot be generalized to unboun- 
ded feedbacks F (counterexamples can be easily provided). However, inthe 
special (but important!) case when F is unbounded but A and 
A,= A + B, F are dissipative, se ral conclusions in this direction ca -be 
established. In fact, inwhat follows eshall assume that he hypothesis 
(H-O) remains valid, B = B, = B, U, = U2 = U, and A is dissipative on a 
Hilbert space H. We shall consider feedback F of the following structure 
Fy = - KB*y, y E D( B*), where KE~P(U, U)and (Ku, u).>alu)f,. 
(2.5) 
In order to motivate our choice in(2.5), we recall that in the particular 
case when BE U( U, H) and (A, B) is approxmately controllable, it is well 
known (see [B-l] [B-3]) that e(A--BKB*)r is weakly stable. In view of this, 
the operator F given by (2.5) appears tobe a quite natural choice for a
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stabilizing feedback-at least whenever B is bounded and the system is 
approximately controllable. In ourmore general situation, whenB is not 
bounded, itis not clear whether the feedback operator fthe form (2.5) 
will yield the weakly stable s migroup eCA -BKB*)r, letalone the exponen- 
tially stable one. Nevertheless, motivated by the above arguments, in what 
follows eshall assume that 
the semigroup generated by A - BKB*2 is exponentially 
stable, i.e., 
Ile (A- BKB*)rll H-HQMeCro’, a,>o. (H-l’) 
Later, ina subsequent section we shall indeed verify that for some 
specific examples arising in hyperbolic dynamics (H-l ‘) holds. Thus, with 
the choice of feedback F as in (2.5) weare led to consider 
$ y(t) = Ay(t) - BKB*y(t) + BGy(t) on D(A*)‘, ’ 
(2.6) 
Y(O) = Yo E ff. 
Our results inthe dissipative cas are formulated by the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4 (Dissipative Gen rators). In addition tothe hypotheses 
(H-O)(i), (H-O)(iii) and (H-l’), assume that A is dissipative on H.Then there 
exists R > 0 such that for all 11 y,(l H < &, the solution y(t) to (2.6) exists 
globally and it satisfies 
We shall complete his ection bybriefly discussing the case when the 
semigroup eA’ is analytic. As we have already mentioned, in this case, the 
assertion of the general Theorem 2.1 holds true under hypothesis (H-O) 
with. B, and B,- A’-’ bounded and provided that A,= A+ B,F is 
analytic and exponentially stable (which is certainly thecase for any 
stabilizing feedback F such that B, F is “A’-’ bounded”). It is however of 
interest to see that he analyticity of the semigroup eAr combined with the 
fact that he unbounded operators Bi are “boundary operators” will enable 
us to relax significantly the hypothesis imposed on the nonlinear operator 
*The fact hat A- BKB* generates a Co-semigroup is a consequence of the Lummer- 
Phillips Theorem and assumption (H-O)(i) for a detailed argument see [L-T33. 
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G, i.e., (H-O)(iii). Motivated bythe boundary parabolic problems (1.2), we 
shall provide a version fTheorem 2.1 specialized to the analytic case. We
shall formulate n abstract result (Theorem 2.5) which on one side restricts 
consideration to analytic semigroups with unbounded operators “B”of the 
type arising inthe boundary problems (1.2), but on the other hand, it 
allows for the treatment of a large class of unbounded nonlinear pertur- 
bations G.In fact, weshall prove in Section 6 that, for example, for the 
Neumann problem (1.2.N), thenonlinear te m G can be represented by any 
differentiable vector valued function g (i.e., (Gy)(x) = g(y(x)) from 
C(T) -+ C(Z)) subject to he usual perturbation requirement g(y) + 0 when 
IlYll -+ 0. 
Consider the following abstract model 
y, = Ay(t) + APFy(t) + APGy(t), 
(2.7) 
~(0) = YO E H. 
Here A generates an analytic semigroup eA’ on a reflexive Banach space H, 
and the resolvent of A is compact. We shall form the following hypothesis: 
(i) there exists Banach reflexive space fit H, with compact injec- 
tion, such that IIAeA’II - H_ H < C/t1 -&, 0< t < 1, arbitrary small constant; 
(ii) l? H--f U, PE P’( U, H) are such that PFE Z(H, Z?); (H-O’) 
(iii) P6 is continuous from H into I? and 11 PC?( y)II H+ A + 0 when 
IIYIIH + 0. 
THEOREM 2.5 (Analytic Case). Let A generate ananalytic semigroup 
on H and let he resolvent of A be compact. Assume (H-O’) and 
the semigroup generated byA, E A + APfi is exponentially stable on H. 
(H-l”) 
Then the solution y(t) of (2.7) is locally exponentially stable inthe topology 
of H, i.e., 
Ily~~~ll~Q~~~“‘llyoll~, t > 0, a > 0, 
for all y, such that )I yOll H G R. 
The next wo sections aredevoted tothe proofs ofthe Theorems 2.1, 2.2, 
2.4, and 2.5, while the applications t  hyperbolic andparabolic problems 
are relegated o Sections 5 and 6. 
505/75/1.5 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 
We shall start with the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume (H-l) and (H-3). Then with ~<a,, 
ProoJ: From (H-3) we obtain 
s 
T 11 B: eAF’xII ui ear dt < CT erTjIx(I H’ z CJlxll H*. 
0 
Next we compute 
s 
2T IIB : 
T 
eAF’xII “; ear dt 
= I 2T IIB * e(A;+ a)(! - “, e(a;+ “‘TX/l ~~ T 
= 
I 
T IIB z
0 
e(Af+z)’ e(Ai+~)TxII ui dt6 CT11 e(Af+“)TxI(He. 
Generally we have 
s 
flT 
(n- 1)T 
IlB: eAjrxll uf ear dt Q eTlle(AF+a)(n-ll)T~IIH.. 
Thus 
s nT 0 
I( B: eAF’xll ui ea’dt 
6 cT[l + (le(Aj+b)TxlIH. + . . . 11 e(A~+a)(n-‘l)TxJIH.] (by W-1 1) 
<cT[l +e-(e~--)T+ ...e-(~~-~)(n-‘)~] llxllHe 
1 
<CT f (e-‘aO-a’T)nllXIIH’=~T~IXI~H* 1 -e-(ao-R)T 
II=0 
which completes the proof of the lemma. 1 
Next let us introduce thoperator L: L,(Oco; U,) + L,(Oco; H)defined 
by 
WuNt) = A, j; dap+‘)(‘-‘) A;‘B,u(r) dr. 
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By the virtue of(H-l )and (H-2) we have 
A,‘L E qL,(oco; U,) + C(Oa3; H)), (3.1) 
hence L is closed (see [K-2]). Itcan be easily verified that L is weak* 
densely defined inL,(Ooo; U,). In fact, wehave 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume (H-2). Then 
L E 9( W”(Ooo; U,) + C(Oc0; If)). 
Proof: With UE W’@(Oco; U,) we write 
(Lu)(t) = -Ji1 &++*)(l--r) ,LI,‘B,~(~) & 
+ a I ’ ecaF+a)cr-r) A;‘B,u(r) dr0 
= -A;lB,u(t)+e’AF+“‘A;‘B,u(0) 
d 
+ aA,‘L(u)(t) + A,‘L z u (t). 
( ) 
(3.2) 
By (3.1), the last wo terms on the RHS of (3.2) are in C(Oco; H). From 
(H-2) and from the continuous injection W’@(Ooo; U,) c C(Oo0; U,) we 
similarily obtain that he first two terms in (3.2) are also in C(Oco; H). This 
completes the proof of the lemma. 1 
Next let us introduce the operator Lx: L,(Oco, H*)+ L,(Ooo; U:) 
defined by
(L”f)(t)= jmBz ecA~+a)(r-‘)f(r)dr. 
I (3.3) 
By (H-2), B:(AF)-’ E cY(H* --, UT). Therefore L,(Oco; D(AF)) cD(L#). 
and consequently L’ is densely defined onL,(Oco; H*). We shall prove 
next 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume (H-l) and (H-3). Then 
L” E &yL,(Oco; H*) + L,(Oco; UT)). 
ProoJ Let fE L,(Oco; D(Ag)). 
IILvIL,(om;u2, 
cc m 
= 
J lil 
%(A:)- 1 e(Af+m)(r-‘) AFf(r) dr 0 I II 
dt 
“T 
cc 00 
d s s IIB:(A:)- 0 , 
‘e(Af+z)(‘-‘)Arf(r)ll UT dr dt 
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(changing the order of integration, a procedure which is justified for 
f~L,w; WA;)) 
O” < 5 s rIIGYA,*)- 0 0 ’ e(Affa)(‘-t) A: f(r)11 uJ dt dr 
cc m 
<C s s 
/p; e(A?+orwo 
0 0 f(r)ll ui dt dr, 
by virtue ofLemma 3.1 
<c s om Ilf(r)ll X dr = Wll L,(~m;H~). 
The desired conclusion of the lemma follows now by the standard density 
argument. 1 
From Lemma 3.3, it follows that 
(L#)* EqL,(oal; Uf) --+ L,(Oco; II*)). 
On the other hand, it is straightforward to show that 
(3.4) 
(L#)*u(t)=j:e (AF+a)(fpr) &u(r) dr for 1.4 E L,(Oco; U,). (3.5) 
Therefore (L#)* coincides with 15. onD(L). By virtue of(3.4) weassert that 
D(L) = L,(0a1; U,) and by the Closed Graph Theorem 
L E 2yL,(Ooo; U,) + L,(Om; H)). (3.6) 
Equation (3.6), Lemma 3.2, and the usual density argument yield: 
COROLLARY 3.4. 
L E ~(C(Oco; U,) + C(Oc0; H)). 
Now we are in a position to prove our Theorem 2.1. Using the variation 
of parameter formula, the solution (2.1) can be represented by 
y(t)=e”F’y,+j; eAd’-“B,G(y(r)) dr.
Setting u(t) = ea’y( t) we obtain 
U(t)=e(AF+a)f y, + L(e”‘G(e-“‘v( .)))(t). (3.7) 
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Let us denote 
(Fu)(t) = e (AF+‘)ryo + L(e”‘G(e-“‘u( .))(t). 
Solving (3.7) isequivalent to finding u such that 
Fv=v. (3.8) 
In order to prove Theorem 2.1 it is enough to assert that F has the unique 
hxed point in the space Z defined by
Z = (z E C(Oc0; H); sup Iz(t)J H < R,}, 
f>O 
for some R, > 0. 
To accomplish this we first prove 
(3.9) 
Indeed 
IIWI C~~m;H1 d WIYOIIH + II~(e”G(e~“‘~~(~)))llC~Ooo~H~ 
~WY~II~+ IlLI Ilea’G(e-a’~(~))llcC~ao;H~~ (3.10) 
where IIU = IILII CCOao;H1 + CCOco;HI < ~0by Corollary 3.4. 
On the other hand, using (H.0) we have (see [M-l, Theorem 4.1, p. 351) 
IIG(e-ar4r))ll u2 G IIG’(Q,(r)NH-r u2 e-a’ll~(r)llH~ (3.11) 
where IIQ,(r)llHG Ilu(r)llHdRo forUEZ, ra0. Hence 
Ilea’G(ep”‘u( .))I1c[om;H] 6 sup IIG’(Q,(t,,llH+ c/z.Il&~oao;~~~ 
I,0 
Since for all t 2 0, Q”(t) E B(R,) where B(R,) is the ball (centered at 0 with 
the radius R,) in H, taking R. sufficiently sma l, and by again using (H-O) 
we obtain 
sup IlG’(Q,(t,,llH+ u2 G&-j, for uEZ. (3.12) 
r>o 
Combining (3.10)-(3.12) yields 
IIWI C[Om;ff]4MllYolIH+~. 
Requiring that (1 yo(l H <2Ro/3M gives (3.9). 
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Next we shall prove that F is a strict contradiction on Z.In fact for 
v,, v,eZ we have 
Ilf’v, - Fv,ll CCO~;HI 
= IIL(e*(G(e-“‘v,(.)-G(e-“‘v,(.)))ll~(~,;,) 
< IILl I e~‘(G(e-“‘v,(.))-G(e-*‘v,(.)))ll~[~~;H~ 
Q IIJY sup IlG’(Q(t))ll~+ u2 llvl- ~Alc~om;~,. 
130 
After selecting R. small enough to guarantee that IIG’(Q)ll H+ Uz< 
(1/llU) IIQllH<tRo we btain 
llF(v~ - vdll C[Ooo;H] d tllvl - ~211C[Om:H), V,V,EZ. (3.13) 
Equation (3.9) together with (3.13) and the standard contraction Fixed 
Point Theorem (see [M-l 1) yields the assertion of Theorem 2.1. 
4. FR~~FS OF THEOREMS 2.2, 2.4, AND 2.5 
4.1. Proof of Theorem 2.2 
We shall construct thesemigroup corresponding to A; = A* + F*B: by 
constructing a fixed point of 
w(t) = eA”x + 
I 
’ eA*(‘-Z)F*B~w(z) dz. 
0 
(4.1) 
To accomplish this let LI: L,[OT;D(B:)] -L,[OT;D(Bf)] be defined as
the right hand side of Eq. (4.1). We shall prove that /1 has the unique fixed 
point. Indeed 
IlNt)ll D(q) 
G CTCII% eA*‘xll o2 + IIxIIw 
+ j-i 11% eA’(‘-Z)F*B: w(z)11 uTdz 
Ile A*(‘-Z)F*B:w(z)\lH. dz. 
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Hence 
eA*(‘-‘)F*BT w(z)11 u;dt dz 
+ llxllw + j= II&‘WtNl u; dt 1 by (H-3’) 0 
<c, Ilxllw+ = IIWWhr dt 
[ 1 0 1 
which proves that A takes L,[OT; D(B:)] into itself forany T< CQ. 
We shall prove next hat A is a contradiction on L,[Ot,; D(B:)] for 
some to >0. In fact 
” dss ” IIB: eA*(‘-i)F*Bf(wl(z) - w (z))ll uT dt dz 0 i 
+]I!: Ile ““‘-“F*B:(wl(z)- w2(z))IlH. dz dt 
6 cT[c,, + &I j+ II&?WI(Z) - '+'z(Z))ll u; dz 
0 
= cT[c,O + X,&l Il(wl(z) - W2(z))llL,(0,0;D(Bi),. 
Taking to small enough gives a A contraction on L,[Ot,; D(B:)]. 
Existence anduniqueness of w(t) in L,[Ot,; D(BT)] follows now by virtue 
of the Fixed Point Theorem. Repeating the same argument finitely many 
times gives global existence of w(t) in L,[OT; D(B:)]. Hence 
s ,r CllNW~Nu; + Ilw(~)llwl df< Cllxllw~ (4.2) 
Returning to (4.1) and recalling that B: is Bf bounded yields 
WEC(UT,H*) for any XEH*. 
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By applying standard arguments from the semigroup theory we obtain 
that 
w(t) =eAftx, where AF1 is aC,-semigroup on H*. (4.3) 
Equation (4.3) together with (4.2) prove the statements (2.2) and (2.3) of
Theorem 2.2. As for (2.4) we notice first that if (H-3”) holds, bysimilar 
arguments a those used for the proof of Corollary 3.4we can claim that 
the operator L,: L,(OT; V,) + C(OT; H) defined by
(4.4) 
is bounded. 
Thus for each UE L,(OT; U,) the solution y of 
(4.5) 
is in C(O7’; H). 
Using the results ofTheorem 3.2 [D-L-S], one can show that he 
stationary problem corresponding to (4.5) iswell posed, i.e., for il~p(A~), 
Ay=AA.y+BZu (4.6) 
admits the unique solution y such that 
the map u + y is continuous U2 + H. (4.7) 
Since 0~p(A~), we can take 1=0 in (4.6). Thus y = - A;‘B,u and 
A; ‘B, EY(U, H), which completes the proof of (2.4). The proof of 
Theorem 2.2 is thus completed. 
4.2. Proof of Theorem 2.4 
The assessments of Theorem 2.4 will follow from Theorem 2.1 as soon as 
we verify the validity of hypotheses (H-2) and (H-3). 
Verification of (H-2). Since A, = A - BKB* is dissipative one can show 
(using the same arguments a in [L-T-3]) that A, generates heemigroup 
of contractions eAF’on H. By the exponential stability of eAfl we obtain 
that 0E p(A:) and consequently 
(A*-BKB*)-‘EY(H, H). (4.8) 
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Hypothesis (H-2) is equivalent to 
B*(A*-BKB*)-kqH, U), 
Let 
Then 
y = (A - BKB*) x. 
Taking in (4.11) the inner product with xyields 
(Ax, x)” - (KB*x, B*x), = (y, x)~. 
Since K is positive, and A is dissipative, 
IIB*xll:d CIIYII, lL4lw 
From (4.8) (4.10) and (4.12) weobtain 
lIB*xll2,G CllvllX, 
which completes the proof of (4.9), hence of (H-2). 
Verijkation of (H-3). Let XED(AF) and let 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
Then 
w(t)=e@xED(AF*). 
$ w(t) = (A* - BKB*) w(t), 
w(0) =x. 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
Multiplying both sides of Eq. (4.14) byw(t) and integrating from0 to T 
yields 
Ijw2(t)& IIXII~!,=~ J)(A* -MB*) w(t), w(t))Hdt. 
Dissipativity of A and positivity of K gives 
s ,’ IIB*w(t)ll:G C~lblli, 
which together with (4.13) yields the desired conclusion. 1 
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4.3. Proof of Theorem 2.5 
We shall apply Theorem 2.1 with 
u,= u,=fi, 
B,=B,=A, 
G(Y) =Pi, 
It is straightforward to verify that with the above notation the hypothesis 
(H-O) is satisfied. Since P$E Y(H; fi), IIR(q, A) APpxll,< (C/(q(‘)IIxI(,, 
for large 1~1 Ep(A). It follows from perturbation theory of analytic 
semigroups that A+ APIA’ generates an analytic semigroup on ZZ. Exponen- 
tial stability of eAFf where (AF= A + APP) is a direct onsequence of (H- 
l”), thus (H-l )of Theorem 2.1 has been verified. As for (H-2), wenotice 
first that with 0< q E p(A), the operator 
[Z-q(A+~)pl+(A+q)-lAP&l is bounded from Hinto itself. 
(4.15) 
In fact, bythe virtue of(H-l”), I-?(A + q)-l+ (A + YZ-’ APF is injective 
(as 0E p(A,)). Bythe compactness of the resolvent of A on H and by the 
compactness of the imbedding Z?CH combined with (H-O’)(ii), we obtain 
that -q(A + q)-’ + (A + q)-‘APp is compact on H. Hence (4.15) fallows. 
To complete he proof of (H-2), itis enough to write 
A,‘A= [Z-q(A+q)-‘+(A+?)-‘AP&‘(A+rjZ)-‘A. 
The conclusion f llows now from (4.15) and from the fact that 
(A+qZ)pLA~Y(H, H). 
Since B, = B2 and FE 9(H -+ Z?) the hypothesis (H-3) will follow from 
Theorem 2.2 as soon as we prove that (H-3’) holds. But 
where we have used (H-O’)(i). 
This completes theproof of hypothesis (H-3’) ofTheorem 2.2. The asser- 
tion of Theorem 2.5 follows now from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 
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Subsequent sections aredevoted tothe applications of Theorems 2.2-2.5 
to hyperbolic andparabolic problems introduced in Section 1.
5. APPLICATIONS TO HYPERBOLIC EQUATIONS 
5.1. Wave Equation with an Interior Stabilizing Feedback 
In the present subsection we shall consider stabilizing feedbacks acting in
the interior of the domain of 52 (so-called distributed fe backs). We shall 
prove that in this case, by stabilizing the linear part of the system (l.l), 
the corresponding no linearly perturbed system with Dirichlet boundary 
condition remains exponentially stable. 
Let us consider 
y,,(t, xl = dY(tY xl+F(y,(t)Nx) in 9x(0, co), 
u(t, xl I I-= GMt), y,(t))(x) on fx(0, oo), 
Y(O, xl = Yo EL,(Q), 
(5.1) 
Y,(O, x) = Y, E H-‘(Q), 
where we assume that 
3wY(H-‘(Q)+H-‘(l-q), (5.2) 
G: L,(Q) xH-‘(Q) -+ L,(T) is continuous, and such that 
IIWY)II L*(R)xH-'(R)-L2(i-)----+ 0 when IIYII Lz(Q) x W'(P) - 0. (5.3) 
The main result ofthis ection isthe following: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let Q be an open, bounded omain in R”. Assume that G
and 9 satisfy assumptions (5.2) and (5.3). Moreover, suppose that 9 is such 
that he solution (p, p,) corresponding to the linear part of (5.1) (i.e., with 
G z 0) satisfies 
II P(t)11 L2(R) + IIP,(t)llH-ltfij G Ce-OLO’CIIP(0)IIL2cnj + IIP,(~)llH-~~a~l, 
for some a0 > 0. (5.4) 
Then there xists R > 0 such that for all 11 y,l( L2CDj + 11 Y~(I~-,(~) <R the 
solution (y, y,) to (5.1) exists globally and it satisfies 
lIy(t)llb62) + Ilyt(t)llH-lc~j6 Ce-“‘CllyoIIL,~~,-+ l~ ll~-f~~J 
t>O,fora<a,. 
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Remark. It is well known that he feedback F(p,) = -A(x) p, where 
A E C’(Q); I > 0 stabilizes exponentially (5.1) with G= 0. Thus we obtain 
the following. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Assume that G satisfies (5.3) and that (Y-y)(x)- 
- y(x) y(x) with y > 0; y E C’(0). Then the assertion of Theorem 5.1 holds 
true. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. To prove the theorem, we shall apply 
Corollary 2.3. To this end, we need to represent (5.1) in the semigroup 
form. We define 
J = (Y, Y,), HG L*(sz) x H-‘&q, u-L*(r). 
Let d: L,(Q) + L,(Q) be defined as
-dy=Ay, for yeD(d)-H~(Q)nH*(Q), 
and D: L*(r) + L*(Q) defined as
ADf =OinQ and Dflr=“f 
It is well known [L-M] that 
D E c!Z(H”(T) -, HS+ “*(a)), for all real s. 
Next we introduce th operators: A: H -+ H defined by
for jJ ED(A) s H;(Q) x L2(!12), 
B: U -+ D(A)’ defined by
and F: H --) H defined by
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
Remark 4.2. Since D(A)‘=H-‘(Q)xD(A)‘, BELZ’(U-+D(A)‘). On
the other hand, notice that B is not bounded as an operator acting from 
U -+ H. Even more, D(B) = { 0) if B is considered from U --) H. 
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With the above notation werewrite Eq. (5.1) asan abstract “ODE” 
-&)=Aj(t)+Fj(t)+BG(J(t)) on D(A)‘, 
(5.10’) 
W)=(Yo, Y,)Eff. 
Since A is the generator of aCo-semigroup (infact of contractions), we 
are exactly inthe situation described in (2.1) with B, = Z, U, = H, B2 = B, 
and U2 = U = L2(r). 
By the virtue of(5.2), FE P’(U,, H) and Bf is bounded (hence in par- 
ticular BT bounded). The assessment of Theorem 5.1 will follow from 
Corollary 2.3as soon as we verify the hypotheses (H-O), (H-l), and (H-3”). 
Hypothesis (H-O) follows directly from the assumptions (5.2) and from 
A-‘Bu=( “, A;1) (A;u)=(y) 
combined with (5.7). Hypothesis (H-l) is a direct onsequence of (5.4) after 
noticing that 
e&~~;)=eiA+W~;) 
is the solution f the linear part of (5.1) with the initial data 
(~0, PI) ELAQ) x H- ‘6-O 
In order to verify h pothesis (H-3”) we need, first ofall, togive aprecise 
meaning to the operator B*. To this end we compute 
Vu, v”)H = (--cd Du, u,),-q,) = (Du, v2)L2(Rj 
= (u> D*vAz(i-,, where ~T=(u,,v,)ED(A). (5.11) 
Here we have used the fact hat he topology onH-‘(O) is induced by 
( -d)) ‘I*. From (5.11) weobtain 
B*j = D*y,, for y, E L,(Q). 
On the other hand, by using the Green formula one can show (see [L-T-l, 
L-T-2, L-T-31) that 
D*y= D*d, d-‘y= for yE L,(Q). 
Hence 
B*J=%z-1y2,r, 
av 
for Y, E L2W, (5.12) 
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which is the sought after representation of theoperator B*. In view of 
(5.12), hypothesis (H-3”) is equivalent to the following equality: 
2 
df d cc Ilwoll t2(*) + IIW1II&2) 1 3 (5.13) L2m 
where 
G(t) = $0 = two, w,). 
It is straightforward to verify that if we set w(t) =w,(t), then w2(t) = - w, 
and 
wtt(f) = dw(t), 
40) = wo, 
w,(O)= -w1, 
w\r= 0, 
(5.14) 
Thus (5.13) can be reformulated s 
G c[:Il%llz,(,) + lIW,ll~-~~~) 9 1 (5.13’) L2m 
where w(t) satisfies (5.14). 
Remark. Notice that he stimate (5.13’) is far from obvious. It requires 
higher egularity of the traces of the solution w(t) than the interior 
regularity together with the trace theory would imply. In fact, with 
(w,, w,)EHsL,(Q)xH-l(Q), we have w,eC[OT;H-l(Q)] and 
A-‘w, iC(OT; H’(O)]. Consequently a/all d-‘W,E C[OT; H-“‘(T)] 
which is a weaker esult (in “space” regularity) thanthe one claimed by
(5.13’). 
To assert (5.13’) we shall use recently established regularity results for 
the traces ofhyperbolic solutions with initial d ta bounded in energy norm 
%(Q) x J52(Q). 
In fact, let o(t) be the solution of 
ut,(f) = 4th 
uir= 0. 
Then it was shown in [L-T-2] (see also [L-l, L-L-T]) that 
(5.15) 
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Notice that he regularity on he boundary of v(t) as claimed in(5.15) does 
not follow from the interior regularity of he solution u. 
Now, to complete he proof of (5.13’) it is enough to apply (5.15) with 
u(t) s d - %v,( t) after noticing that 
II4O)ll D(.dW) = II WI II W’(R) and II~,(wIL$2)= IlwlllL*(n). 
The proof of Theorem 5.1 is thus completed. fl
5.2. Wave Equation with a Boundary Stabilizing Feedback 
5.2.a. Dirichlet Case 
Here we consider the wave equation (l.l.D) with aboundary stabilizing 
feedback 4 acting inthe Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
Consider 
Y,, =AY, t>O,xEQ, 
Y(OY xl = Yob) E -bbQ), 
Y,(O> xl= Yl(xkH-‘(Q), 
(5.16) 
~(6 x)1,-= F(Y,(~))(x) + G(Y(~)> Y,(~))(X), xE I-. 
Our main goal is to select a boundary feedback operator 9 such that 
the solution (y, y,) to (5.16) with any G subjet to(5.3) decays exponen- 
tially to zero. 
Since our stabilization process takes place on the boundary (versus the 
interior!), the stabilizing feedback operators, which would produce the 
exponential stability of linear part of (5.16) must be unbounded! Infact it 
was shown in [L-T-3] that abounded boundary feedback may give at most 
strong (versus exponential) stability of the linear part of system (5.16). 
Therefore we are forced to consider the case where the feedback F is 
unbounded. This fact rules out the possibility of applying general 
Theorem 2.2 (or Corollary 2.3) and suggests that we use the results of 
Theorem 2.4-which deal with unbounded feedbacks of the form 
Fy = - KB*y. Using the same notation asin Section 5.1, we rewrite (5.16) 
as an abstract ODE: 
jt(t) = Ajj(t) + BFy(t) + BGy(t) on D(A)‘, 
W)=(Yo, Y,)EH. 
(5.17) 
Here we set H = L,(Q) xH-‘(Q), %, = @ = & = L,(T), and F: H + U is 
defined by
Fj;E 0 0 - 
( > 0 9 y. 
(5.18) 
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Since the generator A is dissipative on H,we shall construct thefeedback 
operator 9 such that he corresponding feedback F acting onH will have 
the same structure as in (2.5) i.e., 
Fj = - KB*jX (5.19) 
By (5.12) and (5.18) this leads to 
$FyE -K?d-ly 
all r ’ 
for y E L,(Q). 
where 
With the choice ofthe feedback F as in (5.20), thep.d.e. version f(5.17) 
is the following: 
Y,,(h x) = dY(f, x), xE:Q; t>o, 
Y(OY x) = Yo E L(Q), 
Y,(OA=Y,~H-‘W, 
(5.21) 
ytt,x)lr= -K&91~‘y,(t,x)+Gtytt,.), y,( ,.))tx), 
xcl-, t>o. 
Since (5.17) with F given by (5.19) isa counterpart of (2.6), we are in a 
position t  apply Theorem 2.4. We shall prove that under certain geometric 
conditions imposed on the domain 52, the solutions (y,y,) to (5.21) decay 
exponentially to zero. More precisely, we have 
THEOREM 5.2(D). Let Q be an open, bounded, and strictly convex 
domain in R”. Consider (5.21) where we assume that the nonlinear 
operator G satisfies (5.3). Then there xists R > 0 such that for all 
lIYollL2cn, + IIYIIH-1(*) < R thesolution (y, y,) to (5.21) exists globally and 
it satisfies 
IlAt)llL2(~) + Ily,lIH-q~j~ Ce-“‘CllY0ll~,(~) + IIY~IIH-~~QJ 
t > 0, u > 0. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. As mentioned before, since the generator A is 
dissipative and the feedback operator F in the abstract model (5.17) has the 
form as in (5.19), we shall apply Theorem 2.4. To this end we need to verify 
the hypotheses (H-O)(i), (H-O)(iii), and (H-l’). Hypothesis (H-O) was 
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already establishes in the proof of Theorem 5.1. As for (H-l ‘), this will 
follow from the following result recently proved in [L-T-5]. 
THEOREM 5.3 [L-T-5]. Assume that the bounded region 4 is strictly 
convex. Let p(t) be the solution fthe linear part of (5.2 1) (i.e., with G = 0). 
Then there xists a0> 0 such that 
II p(t)ll L2(R) + IIpr(t)llH-~~n~d Ce~ao’Cllp(0)ll.,,,,+ IIP,(O)II~-~~~J 
Remark. Notice that if the dim Q = 1 then the stabilizing feedback in
(5.21) 3/&l A-‘y,, is of finite rank. On the other hand it is known [R-l, G- 
1, L-T-41 that he system generated by the group cannot be exponentially 
stabilizable with the compact feedback, andeven more with relatively 
bounded finite rank feedback (see [L-T-4]). Thus, it may appear that he 
statement of Theorem 5.3 contradicts (fordim Q = 1) the above-mentioned 
result onthe “lack of exponential stabilizability.” To explain this, itis just 
enough to notice that although feedback BF with 9~ = - 13/&l d-‘p, is of 
finite rank, however, itis not relatively bounded on the state space 
L,(Q) xHP ‘(52). In fact, since a/&l J&‘U = D*v we have 
A-‘BF(p,)= -(; -;-‘)(dD;,:)=(DDdp,). 
But DD* is not bounded from H-‘(Q) + L2(Q) (it is bounded however, 
from (H’(Q))’ + L,(Q)). 
To complete he proof of Theorem 5.2, it is enough to notice that p(t) of 
Theorem 5.3 can be written as
p(t) 
( 1 p,(t) 
= e(A -BKE’)l P(0) 
6 ) t(O) . 
Thus, the hypothesis (H-l’) isa direct onsequence of Theorem 5.3. 1 
Remark. The convexity assumption imposed on 52 in Theorem 5.2 can 
be relaxed. (For more general conditions see[L-T-5].) 
5.2.b. Neumann Case 
In this ubsection we shall treat Eq. (l.l.N) with Neumann boundary 
conditions a dwith aboundary stabilizing feedback 4. Consider 
Y,, = AY, t>o, XEQ 
Y(O, x) = Y&J E fw% 
Y,@, xl= Yl(x)E&w)Y 
(5.22) 
; At, xl 1 = p(rt(t)(x) + GMt), y,(t)(x), XET. 
I- 
505/75/l-6 
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In order to represent Eq.(5.22) asan abstract ODE let H = A’(Q) xLJSZ) 
and U=L”,(T), where i?‘(.C2)={y~H’(Q).j~y(x)dx=O} and L,(r)= 
{z&L*(f); Jru(x)dx=O}. 
As in the Dirichlet case we introduce thoperators d: &(sZ) defined by
dy=dy, for ~ED(sz?)- 
i 
YEiil(P);dyEL,(8)and~y 
1 1 a? r 
=o 
(5.23) 
and N: l,(r) + L,(Q) defined by
ANg=O 
ANg =g. 
all r 
It is well known [L-M] that 
(5.24) 
NE Y(H”(f) + H3’*+‘(Q)), sreal. (5.24a) 
Next we define A:H + H, 
YE D(A) = D(d) x D( -k’*), (5.25) 
B: U -+ D(A)‘, 
and F: H+ U, 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
Notice that, similarly as in the Dirichlet case, B: U -+ H is unbounded, 
however, wehave A-‘BE 9( U, H). Indeed, 
A-‘,,=(; “o’)(&)=(y) 
and the boundedness of A~ ’ B follows by virtue of(5.24a). With the above 
notation werewrite (5.22) (formally) in the same way as for the Dirichlet 
case, i.e., 
j, = AP(t) + BE”(t) + BGJ(t) on D(A)‘, 
(5.28) 
Y,(O) = (Y,, Y,) EH, 
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where A, B and F now are given by (5.25), (5.26), and(5.27). As before w
choose 
Fj = - KB*j, (5.29) 
so (5.28) with F given by (5.29) isacounterpart of (2.6). By using a similar 
argument asin (5.12), onecan show that 
B*j = N*d*y,, for jj ED(A), (5.30) 
and 
N*A*y = YI,, YE P(Q). (5.31) 
Thus we select the stabilizing feedback % in (5.22) tobe of the form 
BY= -KYI,, Y~fi’(Q), (5.32) 
where KE =Y(L(r)) and (Ku, u),,(,) 3 4ul~,(,). 
Equation (5.22) with % given by (5.32) becomes 
Y,,(C x)= dY(C xh XESZ, t>o 
Y(O, xl = YOE fiYQn), 
Y,(O, xl = Y 1 E L2va, 
(5.33) 
$ (t, xl / = - Ky,(t, x) +(W(c), y,(t, . )))(x), x Er. 
I- 
Having selected hefeedback operator %,-we are in a position.to state ur 
result for the Neumann case. 
THEOREM 5.4(N). Let 12 be an open, bounded, star-shaped domain. 
Consider Eq. (5.33) where the operators G and K are assumed to satisfy 
G: A’(Q) x L2(Q) + L2(r) is continuous and such that 
IlG’(J)llw ‘(a)x .Q(R) + L2(f) -+ 07 when II JII RI(~) x L2(R) -+0, 
KE ~(L,(~) --f L,(O)> (Ku, u> L2(r) 2 4uIt2(r). (5.34)3 
Then there xists R > 0 such that for all I(yo(l~~(aJ + 1) y,JI L2(Rj 6 R the 
solution y(t) of (5.33) satisfies 
IlY(f)llf7~(c?) + IlY,(t lIL$2) d ~,“‘cllYoII~‘(,) + IIY111L2(n)l~ 
t > 0, a > 0. 
3 It can be only shown that, for example, ifdim Q = 2 and G(y,, v2)(x) = g(y(x)) where 
geCl(R); /g(f)1 4 C,P+ C, for any q>O and g(O) =O; g’(t)--+0 where r-0, then (5.34) 
holds. 
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The proof of Theorem 54(N) is analogous to the proof of 
Theorem 5.2(D). Itrelies onthe application of Theorem 2.4 in the same 
way as the proof of Theorem 5.2(D) in the Dirichlet case. The only dif- 
ference isthat instead ofTheorem 5.3 we evoke the following stability 
result established for the Neumann case in [Ch-l] and [L-2]. 
THEOREM 5.5 [Ch-1, L-21. Let Q be a bounded, star-shaped domain. 
Let p(t) be the solution f(5.33) with G = 0. Then 
Ilp(t)ll~~~n~+ IIPt(t)llL~co,~ Ce-“‘Cllp(0)ll~lcn, + IIP,(ONIL2c~J 
Remark 5.1. Similarly as in the Dirichlet case, the assumption that Q
be star shaped can be slightly generalized (s e[L-2]). 
Remark 5.2. Notice that we do not have acounterpart of Theorem 5.1 
for the Neumann case. The main source of difficulties is lackof sufficient 
regularity of the traces of the solutions of the wave equation with 
Neumann boundary conditions. I  fact, for the Neumann case, inorder to 
be able to draw the conclusions as in Theorem 5.1 in the natural state 
space HE R’(Q) xL,(Q), and with the natural ssumptions  G as in 
(5.34), it is necessary to have p, I re L,(OT x r) where p satisfies (5.1) with 
G z 0 (counterpart of (5.13”) for the Dirichlet case). On the other hand, it 
is well known by now that he above regularity esult for pt generally does 
not hold for dim 52 > 1 (the optimal regularity esults forthe Neumann case 
are presently under investigation by theauthor). 
In view of the above considerations we are led to the following con- 
clusions: in the Neumann case the stabilization via boundary feedback 
(versus interior) is more robust as it allows that alarger class ofboundary 
perturbations be added without affecting thestability of the system. 
Instead, for the Dirichlet case, both boundary and interior stabilizing 
feedbacks allow for the same class ofperturbation. 
Remark 5.3. The results on local stabilization in the presence of boun- 
dary conditions forfirst order hyperbolic systems are given in [L-3]. 
Applications, i  particular to population dynamics models, are also 
provided there. 
6. APPLICATIONS TO PARABOLIC PROBLEMS 
6.1. Neumann Boundary Conditions 
Here we consider only the more challenging case of boundary 
stabilization, i.e., 4 #0, Fi = 0. As a first ep we shall rewrite Eq. (1.2.N) 
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in the semigroup form. To this end let us introduce A: L,(G) -+ L,(Q), 
16 p < co, defined by
Ay = (A + c’) y, 
for (6.1) 
y E D(A) = y E L,(Q), dyE L,(s2), 
. 
It is well known that eAr generates a trongly continuous analytic 
semigroup onL,(Q) (1 < p < oo), and the resolvent of A is compact. The 
same is true with L,(Q) replaced by W;(Q), 0 <s < 1 + l/p, s# 1. 
Next, let us define4 
N: L,(T) - L,(Q) 
by (6.2) 
(d+c2)Nu=0 and AN24 =24/r. 
alt r 
We recall that 
NE a!?( W;(r) - W;+ ’ + “J’(Q)). (6.3) 
With the above notation we can rewrite (1.2.N) in an equivalent form as 
(see [B-2]) 
y, = Ay - ANfiy -AN@ y) 
Y(O) =Yo. 
Select so, E, p such that 
O<s,<l+l 
1 
P’ 
so# 1, so< 1 +--so 
P 
We shall apply Theorem 2.5 with 
H= W;(Q), A= wd’s-“(Q), 
u=&(T), P= -N, G=G, f=.F2, 
where 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
4 Here without loss of generality we assume that -c2$.spectrum of A.
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is selected in such a way as to guarantee the exponential stability of he 
linear part of (1.2.N), i.e., 
((eAF’x(( qo = ((dA -ANp)‘X(( $O(,) 
6 Ce-ao’I141 w;o(~,; a,>O. (6.6) 
Remark 6.1. By using the techniques in [T-2, LT-41, one can select 
vectors g”E L,(r) such that for any WOE L,(O), q= 1 - l/p, the finite rank 
operator 
FY =c (YY W&2). gi (6.7) 
i=i 
satisfies (6.5) and (6.6). 
Next we shall verify that he hypothesis (H-O’) holds with s,, selected as 
in (6.4). With the above choice ofH and fi the validity of (H-O’)(i) is well 
known. As for (H-O’)(ii) we have 
Pp= Npc Y( W;(Q); W;’ “p(Q)) c 3’(H, fi). 
Now let us assume that he nonlinear operator G is given by (Gy)(x) z 
g(y IAx)) where 
g E C’(W) -C(O), (6.8) 
Id(Y) I -4 when lyl -0. (6.9) 
By imposing further restrictions on sO, p, we shall show that assumption 
(H-O)(iii) s satisfied. We assume 
n 1 
-<s,<l+--, so# 1. 
P P 
By the Sobolev Imbedding Theorem, W;(Q) c C(Q), hence G is Frechet 
differentiable from W:(Q) 4 C(T) cL,,(T), and by (6.3), P& = - N(? is 
Frechet differentiable from W:(a) + W’ + “P(Q) ca. Thus (H-O’)(iii) 
follows a a direct onsequence of (6.9bf The following theorem sum- 
marizes the discussion of this ection. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let 1 < p < 00 and let s0 be selected such that (6.10) 
holds. ‘Consider (1.2.N) with 4 s F satisfying (6.5) and (6.6) (see 
Remark 6.1), and (Gy)(x) = g(y(x)) where g satisfies (6.8), (6.9). Then there 
exists R > 0, a > 0 such that if II yOll v < R then 
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6.2. Parabolic Problems with Dirichlet Boundary Conditions 
In this section we shall treat the Dirichlet problem (1.2.D). As before, we 
shall rewrite Eq. (1.2.D) inthe semigroup form. Indeed, let A: L,(Q) +
L,(Q) be defined by
AY=(~+c~)Y, YEWA)= {y+,(Q), YE w;(Q),ylr=O) (6.11) 
and the Dirichlet mapD: L,(T) + L,(Q) by 
(d+c’)Dg=O and &lr=g 
(w/log weassume here that -c* # o(A)). 
It is well known that 
DE 9( W;(Q) + IV’;’ ““(a)) (6.12) 
and that A generates an analytic semigroup with compact resolvent o  
each W;(Q), 0<s < l/p. Our semigroup model for the Dirichlet problem 
now takes the form 
y, = Ay - ADFy - AD@ y) on D(A*)’ 
Y(O) = Yo. 
(6.13) 
Let us select so, p, so such that 
0 d so < l/p, 
1 
So<--E. 
P 
(6.14) 
We shall apply Theorem 2.5 with 
We shall assume that he linear part of (6.13) (or 1.2.D) can be stabilized 
exponentially by the suitable choice of the feedback P where 
f=E w qw), L,u7) (6.15) 
and 
Ile (a-ADF)‘~II w;~(n) < Ce-ao’I(xII w;qn). (6.16) 
Similarly as in the Neumann case (see Remark 6.1), this can be achieved by 
using the finite rank operator P as in (6.7). 
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To establish thevalidity of (H-O’)(ii), it s enough to notice that by 
(6.15) and (6.12), POE 2’( w;(Q), W,“p(O)) c Y(H; H). 
Thus we are in the position to apply Theorem 2.5, provided that we 
specify the class of nonlinearities wh chwould comply with (H-O’)(iii). 
Here is the main point of the difference with the Neumann case. While in 
the Neumann case we can allow for any kind of smooth perturbation 
without any restrictions on thegrowth of nonlinearity, in heDirichlet case 
we need to be more specific about he nature of the nonlinear te m. In fact, 
it is known that even linear bounded perturbations fromL,(f) + L,(T) 
may destroy the generation of the semigroup. 
In what follows eshall assume 
(i) G(y)(x)= Tg(y(x)) where ge C’(C(Q) + C(d)) and 
IdY)l G ClYT 
Ig’(Y)~4Ylk-1~ for some k > 1 and 
Let sO, p satisfy 
(ii) O<s,< l/p and 
Yl ’ 1. 
(6.17) 
(iii) TE 9(,5,(O)) -+ L,(T)) where 6 > 0 is arbitrarily small and 
r E np/nk - (s,, - 6) p. 
We claim that assumption (H-O’)(ii) holds for the above specified class of 
nonlinear operators. 
First wenotice that with gas in (6.17), g is continuous from L,,(Q) into 
LJQ). We shall prove that 
g is continuous w;(Q) --f W;;‘(!S), 
for O<s<l,any6>Osmall. (6.18) 
Proof of(6.18). Proof of (6.18) isequivalent to showing that 
is I&4x)) - gMYw’” dx dy < co R R Ix- yln+ww-E) 9 
for 24 = W;(Q). 
We write 
du(x)) - g(u(y)) = j; g’(t(t)) &Cu(x) -4y)l, 
(6.19) 
where t(r) = Y&(X) + (1 -l) U(Y). 
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We evaluate the left side of (6.19), 
ff 1s; g'(f(O) dtlp'k. lu(x) - u(y)lp'k dxdy R D(x-yl"-"lk-PE/k.IX_yl(n+Ps)/k ' 
by the Holder inequality and by (6.17)(i), 
<c [f f 
14x) -4Y)l pdx & l/k 
R R IX-yln+ps 1 
X 
lf;g’(l(<))d<[p’(*-l)dxdy Ck-lYk 
lx- ylwM(k--l) 1 
dx dy 
P [f f 
(k - 1J/k G cIulp$(,) ~~(~)~((k-I)/(k--l))p+ ~u(y)(W-WV-U)~ 
RR ~~-~yl”-~d(k-U 1 
< cbq,,, 14~~~k-‘)) I 
On the other hand there exists 6 >0 such that (see [A-l]) 
W;,“(a) cL nk-(;mg)p(BX nk-sop>O. (6.20) 
Equation (6.16) together with (6.20) and (6.17) yield G continuous from 
W?(Q) into L,(T). By (6.6)(a) andby (6.12), DC is continuous from 
W;(0) + Wd’J’(sZ)Cfi. Sim lar guments apply for the derivative of G. 
The proof of (H-O’)(iii) is thus completed and we are in a position t  apply 
our abstract Theorem 2.5, which yields the following result: 
THEOREM 6.2. Let sp and p be selected as in (6.17)(ii) and (6.17)(iii). 
Consider (1.2.D) with F= F2 subject to (6.15) and (6.16). Assume that he 
nonlinear te m G complies with (6.17). Then there exists R >0 such that if 
IIYOII qJ(Q) L <R then IIY(t)ll W;(~) GCe-“‘IlY0ll w;o(n)T a < ao. 
Below e shall consider some special cases. 
(i) Assume TE dp(L,(sZ) + L,(T)) and 1 <k < 1+ l/n. Then in 
Theorem 6.2 we can take any so such that 
n(k-l)<s CL 
(1) 
P O P’ 
(ii) Assume TE Y(L,(Q) --t L,(T)) and 1 <k < p + l/n. Then we can 
take 
s,>min{O,n(%--I)] (2) 
(in particular we can select so=0, p = k). 
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APPENDIX : NOTATION 
9(X + Y), space of linear bounded operators from Banach space X to 
another Banach space Y. 
X’, dual space to X with respect tothe pivotal space H, i.e., X t H c x’. 
X*, adjoint space to X. 
D(A), domain of the operator A. 
R(q, A) - (qZ-- A)-’ for qE p(A) where p(A) stands for the resolvent of A. 
H”(Q), Sobolev space of order sbased on L*(Q) (see [L-M]). 
H;(Q), completion of C:(Q) in the norm of H’(Q). 
w’yz) = {x E L”(Oc0; Z), dx/dl E L”(Oc0; Z)]. 
W;(s), Sobolev space of order “s” based on L,(Q) (see [A-l]), 1 <p < 03. 
C[Ooo; X], space of continuous f nctions defined on[Oco] with the values 
in Banach space X. 
CA-1 1 
P-1 1 
[B-23 
W-31 
[Ch-I] 
CD-L1 
CD-S1 
CF-11 
W-11 
[K-l]’ 
W-21 
CL-11 
CL-21 
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